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Moving to a Private Exchange is a move to Defined Contribution Healthcare 

 

Private Exchanges eliminate claims fluctuation and trend risks for employers 

 

By moving to a Private Exchange an employer avoids the Excise Tax 

 

Private exchanges allow the employer to stop worrying about wellness 

 

By moving to a Private Exchange you pool your risk with other employers 

 

Private Exchange are for health insurance only 

 

All Private Exchanges work the same way 

 

 

Private Exchange Misconceptions 
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Following are some of the considerations that might lead an 
employer to be an early adopter or to wait and see 

 

Should You be an Early Adopter? 

Characteristic Early Adopter Wait and See 

HR Role in Health Care Delivery Want to get out Will stay very involved 

Role of Health Plans in Total Rewards Not Important Differentiator 

Competition Jumping On Staying Away 

Health Costs Aberrantly High Low 

Current Participation Levels Low High 

Health as an Asset Not Important Core Strategy 

Turnover High Low 

Employee Affordability Low High 

Geographic Dispersion National Local 

Benefit Consistency (need to harmonize) Not Important Important 

Need for Technology Upgrade  Urgent Not pressing 

Desire for new/additional program offerings Great Not necessary 
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From those who have moved: 

 Strong administrative burden on lean HR staff post-ACA; movement to an 
exchange allowed these employers to offload this burden at little to no cost 

 Opportunity for savings outweighed other factors 

 Able to provide “more” to employees than previously able to administer 

From those who have remained in employer plans: 

 Not ready to be a first adopter of significant change—is this just a fad, or really 
the future? 

 Too much change from current state for employees; need to phase change in to 
be more “exchange ready” 

 Administration platform issues…and concern with being stuck with a bad decision 
due to difficulty to move 

 Doesn’t provide value that can’t be offered through in-house administration 

 Prefer to manage benefits on their own 

 

 

 

 

Employer Feedback  
What We Have Seen/Heard So Far… 
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The Employee Experience 

What You Say What Employees Hear; What They Think 

You have more choice I have more decisions to make; Spare 
me…I’m on overload 

You have new tools at your 
fingertips 

I have to learn how to use something new;  
I don’t know how to use the last thing that 
was “new” 

Contact the Exchange if you 
have questions 

Now I have to call another customer service 
department and deal with them; I want to 
speak with someone I know and trust 

Now you can learn the real cost 
of medical tests and procedures, 
and find the most cost-effective, 
high quality care options 

I’m being asked to make decisions I’m not 
equipped to make; I don’t have the time to  
do this 

You will have lower-cost 
coverage options available 

I’ll have lower-quality health care options 
available; How will I know if I have the right 
coverage? 

Understanding your population and their experience in navigating 
the health insurance system is essential to success 
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Questions 


